Large-area arrays of magnetic Ni 80 Fe 20 cylindrical nanoshells, nanocups, and perforated nanocups were synthesized using oblique deposition into topographical templates patterned using laser interference lithography. The geometry of the template and the tilt angle of the sample during deposition provide versatile control over the final geometry and dimension of nanostructures with thickness below 10 nm. Decreasing shell thickness led to a magnetization switching path between onion (bidomain) and reverse onion states, bypassing the vortex (flux-closed) state. The variation of magnetization reversal processes with geometry was characterized using vibrating sample magnetometry, and the results were in good agreement with micromagnetic simulations. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Ferromagnetic nanorings and nanotubes have attracted extensive research interest both for fundamental studies of magnetism in confined geometries [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and for their relevance to devices for data storage, 6, 7 spin valves, 8 and sensors. 9, 10 Nanoscale magnetic ring arrays have been fabricated using various processes including optical lithography, 2 electron beam lithography, 11 nanosphere lithography, 12, 13 anodic alumina templating, 14 and block copolymer templating. 15, 16 Magnetic nanotube arrays have been fabricated by electrochemical deposition, atomic layer deposition, shadowed evaporation over an anodized alumina template, [17] [18] [19] [20] or ion milling of a conformal ferromagnetic thin film deposited on resist pillars patterned by electron beam lithography. 21 Most work on ferromagnetic nanorings has focused on flat thin film rings in which the ring height or thickness (h) is significantly smaller than the ring width (w) and diameter (d). In the absence of strong magnetocrystalline or magnetoelastic anisotropies, these rings have in-plane magnetization over a range of materials and h, w, and d dimensions. They exhibit an onion (O) -vortex (V) -reverse onion (RO) switching path during magnetization reversal under an in-plane field. 2, 22 In the V-state, the magnetization forms a flux closure and is oriented circumferentially around the ring, clockwise, or counterclockwise. In the O or RO-state, there are two semicircular magnetic domains separated by a head-to-head and a tail-totail domain wall (DW) at opposite sides of the ring. A vortextype domain wall (VW) forms in order to minimize the magnetostatic energy in nanorings with larger h and w. For rings with smaller h and w, transverse walls (TW) are promoted because they have lower exchange energies, [23] [24] [25] although in very thin rings with h below 4 nm, VWs may be favoured due to structural defects. 24 Stray fields are present around the DWs, 2, 25, 26 with greater in-plane magnitude for TWs, which can lead to magnetostatic interactions between adjacent rings. 27 In contrast, nanotubes represent a ring geometry which has h ) w. They exhibit coherent or curling modes of magnetization switching depending on dimensions and material. [28] [29] [30] Long nanotubes with high aspect ratios tend to have an easy axis along the tube. 4, 20, 30 For shorter NiFe nanotubes with an outer d of 300 nm, w of 20 nm, and h of 600 nm, the hysteresis loop for an in-plane field exhibited multi-step switching. Simulations show that the magnetic moments reversed incoherently along the cylinder, and VWs were present. 21 In this article, we present a fabrication method for making large-area ordered arrays of Ni 80 Fe 20 cylindrical nanoshells using a template patterned by laser interference lithography and reactive ion etching (RIE), coated using oblique-incidence evaporation. Nanoshells are defined as short nanotubes or tall nanorings, in which the height is a few times greater than the width. Using this method, structures with a sub-10 nm shell width were achieved, and their switching process was characterized as a function of the width w. This method was also used to produce nanocups and perforated nanocups, which are nanotubes with complete or ring-shaped circular bases, and their reversal processes were compared with those of the nanotubes. developer-soluble anti-reflective coating (ARC) layer and negative photoresist were spin-coated on a silicon wafer. Arrays of holes were patterned in the resist stack using interference lithography with a Lloyd's mirror configuration and a 325 nm helium-cadmium laser (Figure 1(a) ). The diameter and period of holes were determined by the exposure dose and interference angle. The pattern was then transferred into the silicon substrate using reactive ion etching (RIE), as shown in Figure 1 (b). The under-cut resist profile at the sidewall after etching assisted the final lift-off process of the magnetic metal. Subsequently, NiFe (Ni 80%, Fe 20%) was deposited on the sidewall of the holes by an angular deposition process 15 in an electron beam evaporator. The rotating substrate was tilted at an angle with respect to the flux during the evaporation process, as shown in Figure 1 (c). This method is highly versatile for controlling the dimensions and geometry of the nanostructures. The period of the arrays was varied from 250 nm to 400 nm, and the outer diameter of the shell was varied from 180 nm to 300 nm. The w varied from 25 nm to sub-10 nm, and h was varied from 30 nm to 50 nm. Depending on the template geometry and tilt angle during NiFe deposition, the final nanostructure was a cylindrical nanoshell, a perforated nanocup, or a nanocup with a continuous base, as shown in Figures 1(e)-1(g), respectively.
The in-plane magnetization reversal processes were characterized using a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) with a field range of 63 kOe. Micromagnetic simulations for a single nanostructure were performed using the Object Oriented MicroMagnetic Framework (OOMMF) program from NIST. 31 To simplify the calculation, the nanostructures were assumed to have walls of uniform thickness. The dimensions used in the simulations were extracted from SEM micrographs of the nanostructures. The following parameters were used for NiFe: saturation magnetization ¼ 860 emu/cm 3 , exchange constant A ¼ 1.3 Â 10 À6 erg/cm, and the Gilbert damping parameter was set at 0.5 for rapid convergence. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy was treated as negligible when compared with the shape-induced anisotropy of the nanostructures. The cell size used was 2 Â 2 Â 2 nm 3 for the nanoshell and 4 Â 4 Â 5 nm 3 for the nanocup.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Cylindrical NiFe nanoshells
Effect of shell width
There was a good qualitative agreement between experiments and simulations for the effect of w on magnetization switching of nanoshells. 2, 6 despite the greater height/width ratio of the nanoshells compared to rings. In the O-V transition (e1-e2 and h1-h2), simulations showed that the head-head and tail-tail DWs depinned, moved towards each other, and annihilated to form a flux closure V-state. At higher field, the V-RO transition occurred (e3-e4 and h3-h4) when a reverse domain nucleated and reversed the magnetization in half of the shell to form the RO-state.
In comparison, the nanoshell array with w of 8 nm showed a single-step switching process at b2-b3 corresponding to the O-RO transition with a much narrower hysteresis loop. No V-state stability range was observed in the experiments or simulations. Similar single-step switching has been reported in a theoretical study for Fe nanoshells with d ¼ 80 nm, w ¼ 8 nm, h > 120 nm (Ref. 32 ) and in experimental studies of long nanotubes. 20, 28, 30 The competition of exchange, demagnetization, and Zeeman energies associated with the ferromagnetic structure under an external magnetic field determines its magnetization reversal process. For nanoshells with w of 18 nm and 25 nm, exchange and demagnetization energies dropped at 
Spin configurations at domain walls
The magnetic configuration of the DWs in nanoshells and the nearest-neighbor magnetostatic interactions are important in understanding the switching behavior of the arrays. DW phase diagrams for nanorings in the onion state with varying h and w have been plotted for NiFe (Ref. 24) and Co (Ref. 25) , showing that a TW is expected in nanorings with smaller h and w. However, the nanoshells have h/w > 1, and it is therefore likely that the transverse component of the TW will be oriented along the out-of-plane h direction, not radially along w. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the y-z plane views of the simulated DW in a nanoshell with w of 8 nm at cross sections indicated in Figure 3(a) , confirming that the moments in the center of the TW point out of plane. A similar DW structure was reported in a Monte Carlo simulation for nanorings with ring d ¼ 70 nm, w ¼ 7 nm, and h ¼ 10 nm. 34 The cylindrical nanoshell can thus be viewed as a rolled-up thin film strip containing two TWs. 35 This DW configuration yielded a lower in-plane stray field but a higher out-of-plane stray field as shown in Figures 3(d) and 3(e) . In nanoshells with w of 18 nm and 25 nm, the moments in the center of TW still pointed in the h direction. However, the component in the x-y plane increased. 
Effect of structural asymmetry
The effect of structural asymmetry was also investigated using micromagnetic simulations ( Figure S2 in supplementary material 33 ). Reversal of a nanoshell with d ¼ 200 nm, h ¼ 40 nm, but inhomogeneous w varying from 6 nm to 10 nm were simulated. The asymmetric nanoshell exhibited two-step switching via O-V-RO states 33 compared to the O-RO switching in a symmetric nanoshell of the same size. The narrower region of the shell acted as a DW pinning site in the O-state, breaking the symmetry between the two walls. DW pinning due to structural asymmetry or defects facilitates the formation of a V-state with a specific chirality. [36] [37] [38] 
B. Perforated nanocup and nanocup
The perforated nanocup exhibited a four-step switching process, as shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) . The structure can be considered as having two regions: a top cylindrical shell and a bottom thin film ring. Figures 4(e)-4(i) show the magnetization evolution of the shell and ring regions. The reversal started with an overall O-state when relaxed from in-plane saturation (Figure 4(e) ). At remanence (Figure 4(f) ), the two DWs depinned but did not annihilate to form a vortex state. Instead, the two DWs formed a 360 DW in the shell region, while a TW was formed in the ring region. The junction between ring and shell regions created a barrier for magnetization rotation and inhibited DW annihilation. As the field increased, V-states formed in both ring and shell regions (Figure 4(g) ). At 800 Oe (Figure 4(h) ), the shell region retained a V-state, but two domains formed in the ring region, and a small part of the ring at the edge had its magnetization anti-parallel to the applied field due to exchange coupling with the shell region. The two domains in the ring were separated by a VW. When the field was increased further in the þx direction, a RO state formed throughout the structure (Figure 4(i) ).
In contrast, the nanocup structure showed a two-step switching, as shown in Figures 4(c) and 4(d) . The structure can be considered as two regions: a top cylindrical shell and a bottom thin film circular disk. After relaxation from in-plane saturation, the shell region was in an O-state, while in the disk region the moments aligned along the Àx direction except the edge part (Figure 4(j) ). At À100 Oe, the shell switched into a V-state, while a vortex also nucleated in the disk (Figure 4(k) ). As the field increased along the þx direction, the two DWs in the shell depinned and moved toward each other. At the same time, the vortex core in the disk moved toward one side of the disk, and more of the moment of the disk aligned with the external field (Figures 4(l) and 4(m)). Finally, the two DWs in the top shell region annihilated each other, while the vortex in the bottom disk annihilated at the edge (Figure 4(n) ).
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a fabrication method for making ordered arrays of cylindrical nanoshell, perforated nanocup, and nanocup structures has been demonstrated. Combining interference lithography and angular deposition, the maskless and parallel nature of this nanofabrication method enables highthroughput, large-area fabrication of nanostructure arrays. The process is versatile, enabling fabrication of different geometries with controlled dimensions. By varying the shell thickness w, the magnetic reversal process of cylindrical NiFe nanoshells was markedly modified. As w decreased to 8 nm, nanoshells showed an O-RO switching without going through a V-state. A combination of thin w and high height/ width (h/w) ratio led to transverse domain walls with an outof-plane orientation in the O-state. In NiFe nanocup arrays, a two-step O-V-RO switching was observed with correlated switching of the top shell and the bottom disk regions. In comparison, the perforated nanocup arrays showed a fourstep switching process as the top shell and bottom thin film ring regions reversed at different fields. This method is not limited to fabrication of ferromagnetic nanostructures but may also be used to fabricate ordered nanoshell/nanocup arrays of other materials for a range of potential applications in plasmonics, photonics, and optoelectronics, such as surface plasmon resonance based biosensors 39 and nanoscale optical sensors. 40 
